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1 Introduetion 

This masters thesis describes some of the first steps taken to 

use the PHYDAS computer system in physiological experiments. 

Computers are not yet used to their maximum potential in physio

logy, possibly because of a lack of interaction between physio

logists and computer specialists. Results of the application of 

the sophisticated PHYDAS system to physiology are therefore 

submitted for publication to the Journal of Electrophysiological 

Techniques. This artiele farms the main body of this report. Same 

of the aspects which have only been touched briefly in the 

artiele will be expanded in chapters 3 and 4. The hardware and 

software for physiological experiments is by no means complete 

yet. Although certain improvements have been considered, they 

have not yet been implemented. In chapter 5 the results of these 

considerations are presented tagether with recommendations for 

future developments. A user manual for data acquisition software 

written for physiology is included as appendix A. 

In the artiele the prefix 'PHY' has been used for all hardware 

names, the other chapters use the prefix 'Euro', which is the 

common name in the physics department. The term PHYDAS refers to 

the Microgiant computer tagether with Eurobus data acquisition 

interfacing system. 

The intended audience for this report is the staff and students 

of the physics department of the Eindhoven University of Techno

logy and consequently some terminology and techniques in computer 

science will be assumed known. 

I would like to express my thanks to dr. Robert Forget for 

explaining some of the basic facts of physiology to an ignorant 

physics student. 

1.1 EEG, MEG and SEP 

EEG and MEG are bath techniques used for rnadelling the physio

logical activity of the (human) brain. The abbreviation 'EEG' 



stands for ElectroEncephaloGraphy. An EEG measurement is a mea

surement of the electrical potential on the human scalp. General

ly between 5 and 20 electrodes are used, arranged on the surface 

of the head in a fixed pattern, in order to localize activity in 

the brain. The signal levels from the electrodes are in the order 

of several mV, frequencies range from DC to several kHz. A 

preamplifier brings the signal level to the Volts range. EEG 

experiments are carried out in a Faraday cage, eliminating 

environmental noise (50 Hz) to a large degree. 

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy) is a similar technique, but instead 

of measuring electrical potentials, magnetic vector potentials 

are recorded. The magnetic field strengh near the scalp due to 

activity in the brain is very small (order of magnitude pico

Tesla). SQUID detectors are sensitive enough to detect these 
levels. The acronym SQUID stands for Superconducting QUanturn 

Interterenee Detector. A SQUID is essentially a very sensitive 

current measuring device (nA). Varying magnetic fieldscan be 

detected with a piek-up coil, which itself does not have to be 

superconducting. However, this does induce thermal noise in the 

measurement. The use of SQUID's is only effective if the fre

quency of the signa! is below 10Hz. Otherwise conventional 

(electronic) amplification is superior [1]. The detectors used 

for MEG are usually gradiometers in order to reduce effects of 

the earth's magnetic field. As far as laboratory automation is 

concerned, the SQUID electronics provide control signals and 

preamplify the output to Volt level. An effective shielding 

against magnetic environmental noise in the frequency range below 

100 Hz is very expensive. The signa! to noise ratio is very low 

(-80 dB), mainly due to the rnains frequency and its multiples 

(fig 1.1). Thesecomponentscan be filtered out either in an 

analog or digital way, increasing the S/N ratio. Other forms of 

environmental noise, e.g. moving iron objects, are more difficult 

to eliminate. 
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Fig 1.1. Typical noise spectrum of MEG, without filters and 

without a subject. 

100 Hz 

An often used experimental technique in physiology is recording 

during and after stimulation of a human subject. The measured 

signa! is called a 'SEP': Somatosensory Evoked Potential. This 

reflects activity in the brain as a result of the stimulation. 

stimuli can be visual, auditory, cutaneous or any combination of 

these. 

The werk in this report pertains to EEG experiments performed in 

Tilburg. EEG experiments are a goed introduetion to more general 

physiological measurements, because of the relatively 'clean' 

signals. In the future MEG experiments will be done as well. The 

signals from MEG measurements require preprocessing, because en

vironmental noise cannot easily be shielded. Apart from this 

difference, EEG and MEG experiments have much the same require

ments regarding data acquisition hardware and software. 



1.2 Computers in physiology 

Computers are used extensively in physiology. The main reasen 

for this is the manipulative power of computers. Signals from a 

single physiological experiment cannot be interpreted in a mean

ingful way, because of non controlled processes in the brain, 

e.g. random thoughts. An experiment must be repeated in order to 

find common characteristics in the signals. This means that 

averages are made, and that A/D conversion is necessary, if 

computers are used for this. To prevent aliasing, the signals 

must be filtered befere conversion with a low pass filter. Note 

that in the case of MEG the rnains frequency must be filtered as 

well in order to use the full dynamic range of the A/D converter 

for the relevant part of the signal. 
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Abstract-In this paper we describe a powerful, flexible computer

based data acquisition and control system (PHYDAS) based on the 

M68000 microprocessor for conducting real-time laboratory EEG 

experiments. The system architecture consists of two buses, a 

VME system bus and the real-time PHYbus connecting the interfaces 

to the system. An integrated package of hardware and software is 

presented for multichannel experiment control, data acquisition, 

real-time artefact rejection, and on-line data processing such as 

digital filtering, Fourier transformation, and pattern recogni

tion. The modular structure of both hard- and software in PHYDAS, 

including its multiprocessing and multiprocessor support, to

gether with its on-line processing capabilities and easy integra

tion of ether computer and laboratory equipment, makes it a 

versatile tool in the setting up, running, and analysis phases 

of physiological experiments. The paper presents the PHYDAS 

system and discussas the design philosophy that led to its 



development as well as the way requirements of non-standard EEG 

experiments can be met. 

Keywords-Laboratory automation, real-time data acquisition and 

experiment control, Neurophysiology, multichannel EEG and mixed 

experiments. 

Introduetion 

Experimenters in the field of neurophysiology face the problem 

that large amounts of data are produced in a single experiment, 

especially if electroencephalographic (EEG) measurements are 

made. These researchers usually have the choice of two options. 

The first option is to register as much data as possible on a 

professional analog tape recorder storing each channel as a 

separate track. The decision of what should be considered for 

further analysis is subsequently made off-line. The obvious and 

unique advantage of recording all raw data is that it is always 

possible to go back to the original data and use as many dif

ferent analysis approaches as needed. The disadvantage of this 

storage technique is the limited number of channels available and 

the high price per stored channel. The off-line analysis requires 

extra time for analog to digital (A/D) conversion and the results 

are not available to the experimenter until some time after the 

experiment, so that no interaction is possible during experi

ments. The latter point is particularly important in setting up a 

new experiment. In that case immediate feedback is essential. 

A more fundamental technical difficulty arises if one considers 

the limitations on bandwidth of the measured channels, as imposed 

by e.g. tape speed. Either one uses for each channel the full 

bandwidth, which is not always meaningful, especially not if one 

records myographic data channels together with EEG channels, or 

the available storage capacity is not fully exploited. 

The second option is to use commercially available, dedicated 

clinical averaging equipment. The main advantage is immediate 

availability of results but the disadvantages for laboratory 

researchers are numerous. The most obvious being discarding data 



that could contain valuable information. The usual clinical 

equipment is not flexible from the point of view of experiment 

control, data acquisition and analysis. The experimental design 

is limited to one output for stimuli and the setting of their 

parameters. Data analysis is limited to few, if not only one 

grand average of a very limited number of channels and generally 

no options are available for preprocessing or statistica! analy

sis. 

Hardware and software developments have reached a point where an 

integrated solution to the problems posed by on-line laboratory 

experimentsis feasable(l). PHYDAS is a modular microcomputer

controlled general purpose data acquisition system. Originally, 

PHYDAS has been developed for medium scale physics experiments 

under hard real-time constraints. The subject of the present 

paper the succesful application of PHYDAS in EEG experiments. 

PHYDAS is an integrated system, capable of simultaneous experi

ment control, stimulus presentation on-line data acquisition, 

processing, display and storage. The processing power of the 

system is sufficiently large to enable flexible artefact rejec

tion, on-line computation of running averages and statistics, and 

display of intermediate results, thus reducing to a large extent 

the need for recording all the data from an experiment. The 

experimenter can interact with the system during data acquisi

tion: it is possible to inspeet or display selected single shot 

or averaged channels, change parameter settings for e.g. digital 

filtering or even ad hoc visually reject a certain signa!. This 

versatility offers ease of experiment modification and greater 

utilisation of equipment. The PHYDAS system thus offers apart 

from a powerful and flexible hardware environment, an equally 

flexible, and very user friendly multiprogramming environment to 

the experimenter. PHYDAS may be operated as a stand alone system, 

but it may also be easily integrated into a larger laboratory 

measuring system or connected to a large mainframe computer or to 

a personal computer, depending on requirements for communication 

and background storage capacity. 

The requirements for a computer system with which flexible ex

perimental designs for EEG experiments can be realized, are 

summarized as fellows: 



1 Experiment control. The computer system must be able to 

generate time independent stimuli on several channels for 

auditory, visual and somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) 

measurements, and provide a monitor for the experimenter. 

The monitor must be graphic to display EEG signals and 

alphanumeric, to display system status and numerical re

sults. 

2 High speed multichannel data acquisition. The maximum fre

quency in the signals to be measured range from 100 Hz to 

several tens of kHz, requiring the possibility of choosing 

sample speeds from several milliseconds to tenths of milli

seconds. 

3 Real-time data processing and compression. High speed data 

acquisition on multiple channels over a long period in time 

generates large quantities of data. Often it is not feasable 

or necessary to store all the data so that on-line data 

reduction in the form of averaging should be done. In order 

to compare different experimental variables, it should be 

possible to run several independent averages at the same 

time. Automated artefact rejection is required in order to 

do real-time data reduction, so that averages are not conta

minated with unwanted signals. Besides automated artefact 

rejection, the user interface should make it possible that 

each experimenter is able to reject unwanted runs inter

actively, during the course of the experiment. 

General structure of the system 

The PHYDAS system has originally been conceived as a fast general 

interface in physics. Since the typical timescales of virtually 

all physiological experiments are well above 10 ~s, a PHYDAS 

system can equally well be used for these types of experiment. 

The wide range of experiment types that the system is required to 

handle makes it necessary for it to be highly modular, both in 

hardware and in software. In this way special-purpose experiment 

computers can be made with off-the-shelf standard interfaces. 



On-line data acquisition and experiment control requires a data 

bus dedicated to the experiment. In this way real-time handling 

of data to and from experiment interfaces can be guaranteed. The 

experiment bus is the computer independent PHYbus system. The 

asynchronous PHYbus has a cycle frequency of 8 MHz and a maximum 

bandwidth of 2 Mbyte;s. A wide range of experiment interfaces is 

available for the PHYbus system (see Table I). As an example: in 

the EEG experiment described later in this paper we used two 

eight channel A/D converters, a clock signal generator, a preset 

scaler and a graphics display controller. The link between the 

PHYbus and a computer is made with a computer dependent con

verter. Converters are available for Qbus, UNIBUS and VME-bus 

systems. It is possible to access the same PHYbus with more than 

one converter. Priorities are used for bus arbitration. 

In cases where the data transport lead becomes too heavy for the 

PHYbus, e.g. when several 12 bit, 1 MHz A/D converters are 

producing data at maximum sample frequency, separate dual ported 

buffer memories are connected to the PHYbus. Data from each 

interface is stored in its dedicated memory by DMA (Direct Memory 

Acces), through a separate link: the PHYPAD. The buffer memory 

can be read through the PHYbus at a later moment, reducing 

congestien of the PHYbus. 

Dual 16 Bits Scaler (100 MHz clock) 
Dual 16 Bits Presetscaler (100 MHz clock) 
8 channel 12 Bits Digital to Analog converter 
8 channel 12 Bits Analog to Digital converter (typical 
conversion time 1~s) 
Clock generator 0.5 Hz to 100 MHz 
8 channel programmabie step-motor interface 
Fast 12 bits Analog to Digital converter (1 MHz) 
Graphics Display controller (4 pages, 8 colours, read
modify-write) 
Transient recorder 
Multiscaler 
Digital Filter (32 coefficients, max sample rate 20 MHz) 
Multichannel Analyser 
Mass Spectrometer 

Table 1. Some typical interfaces available for the PHYDAS system. 



The Motorola M68000 CPU is a powerful processor that fits com

pletely in the concept of the PHYbus system. The M68000 is fast, 

asynchronous, has a 24 bit addressing range, excellent interrupt 

handling facilities and an extensive instructien set. The PHYDAS 

system has been built around this processor. The computer sup

ports the Motorola VME-bus, which links the CPU with RAM memory, 

the PHYbus converter and a Local Area Network (LAN) interface 

board for external communication. 

Usually the system is linked to a fileserver via this LAN inter

face. The use of a central fileserver has several advantages. 

First, it insures that all users have up to date versions of 

software available. Secondly, the LAN makes it possible for 

computer systems to share mass-storage media as well as resources 

like plotters and printers. The LAN has a data transmission rate 

of 2.5 Mbit per second (cf. maximum 19200 Bit per second for 

RS232 serial links) and links the computer systems to a file

server with standard coaxial cable, thus enabling fast storage of 

large quantities of data. The network is similar to the standard 

described in Mil-Std 1553B(2). The speed of data storage is 

limited by the disk access time of the fileserving computer. Two 

computers have been used in our experiment as a fileserver: a 

MicroVax and an IBM XT PC. 

The PHYDAS system is housed in a crate which supports the two 

buses and provides power for the system. The crate has room for 

one or more processor boards, up to 4 Mbyte of memory per pro

cessor, a LAN interface board and up to 16 experiment interfaces. 

Data transport between the processors can be realized through an 

additional LAN link thus making PHYDAS a multiprocessor system. 
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Figure 1. The general structure of the system, showing the double 

bus architecture of PHYDAS. 

Software for the system is written in EPEP (Eindhoven Program 

Editor and Processor(3), (4)), a combination of an object-oriented 

programming language and an eperating system. EPEP has been 

developed specially for real-time experiment control and data 

acquisition. EPEP is interpretative to facilitate easy program

ming. EPEP has many similarities with ADA: it has multitasking 

and cornmunication facilities, standard exception and error 

handling procedures and real-time features. An important ad

vantage cornpared to ADA is the more efficient implementation 

(only 16kbyte for the multi-tasking kernel), and the rnuch faster 

cornrnunication mechanisms. The EPEP eperating system has an 

extensive library mechanism, allowing the user to predeelare 

identifiers and procedures. This 'toolbox' of procedures and 

identifiers can be used interactively or in a centrolling program 

that is loaded on top of these library modules. Variables con

taining measurement data can be declared at a lower level imply

ing that the data are not lost if execution of the main program 

is halted or·suspended. 

) 



For time critica! sections of programs a compiler is available. 

This generally increases the processing speed by an order of 

magnitude. In cases where this is still too slow, routines may be 

written directly in M68000 assembly language. The code of sep

erately compiled or assembled procedures is linked with an EPEP 

calling program. 

EEG measurements 

As a test case for the PHYDAS system in laboratory EEG experi

ments, data from an experiment of the psychology department in 

Tilburg were used. Results of this experiment will be published 

at a later date(5). The data were first recorded in Tilburg on an 

analog FM recorder and then played back on a PHYDAS system in 

Eindhoven. 

The purpose of the experiment was to determine if there is a 

gating effect on the sensory inputs to the human brain during 

voluntary movement of a subject. It is expected that sensory 

signals will reach the brain in decreased intensity during 

movement. The interests are three fold: 1) whether the gating 

also occurs in the prepatory period, before actual execution of 

the movement; 2) which components of the sensory signal are gated 

and 3) in what part of the nerveus system the gating takes place. 

To answer these questions the following experiment has been 

carried out. Figure 2a is a schema of the experimental paradigm. 

An audio signal was used as a warning stimulus (WS) to a subject. 

Four seconds later a visual signal served as a response stimulus 

(RS) informing the subject that it had to press, as fast as 

possible, a switch with his second and third finger. The subject 

had to close the switch between lOOms and 500ms after the RS. A 

failure to do so generated an audio feedback and the trial was 

rejected. The four second interval between WS and RS constituted 

the preparatory period. Eleven seconds after the RS the next 

trial was started again with ws, making the total duration of the 

a trial equal to fifteen seconds. At 5 random times during the 

trial, the fingers of the subject could be stimulated electrical-



ly (4x perception threshold) (fig 2a). The stimulation occurred 

twice during the preparatory period, once during movement, and 

twice in the rest period after the button had been pressed. This 

means that there were five different conditions of the subject (A 

to E) . The probability of occurrance of the stimulation was 50% 

at each of these times. The sti.mulation evoked a potential that 

could be recorded at the surface of the brain and which is 

referred to as a SEP (somatosensory evoked potential). 

A single SEP recording has toe much noise to be able to be 

interpreted. A total of 448 trials was thus recorded, split into 

4 blocks of 28 minutes each, so that averages could be made. The 

total duration of the experiment, including the rest periods 

between blocks, was 142 minutes per subject. The experiment was 

performed with 20 normal subjects (12 female and 8 male aged 

between 20 and 31 years). 
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Figure 2b illustrates the electrode placement on the head with 

their references. The subject had a total of 18 electrades 

attached to his body. Seven EEG (electro-encephalogram) elec

trades were attached to the scalp along with two reference 

elctrodes on the mastoids behind the ears and a ground electrode 

on the forehead. One elctrode at Erbs's point, above the clavi

cule, and one cervical electrode at the base of the neck served 

to monitor the sensory potentials on their way to the brain. Two 

EMG (electro-myogram) electrades were placed on the forearm and 

another two on a finger flexor muscle. Finally, two EOG (electro

oculogram) electrades ware placed above and below the right eye 

to monitor eye movements. 

A total of 14 channels, including a trigger channel with the 

timing pulses of the SEP, were recorded on an analog FM insturnen

tatien recorder (TEAC SR-58) after amplification and filtering on 

a clinical EEG instrument (Nihon Khoden EEG-4314F/6). The fre

quency range of the recording was from 0.005Hz to 2500Hz in 

order to record both slow and fast events. The trigger channel 

provided a pulse of 30ms befare the electrical stimulus of the 

fingers. The control of the experiment, delivering the fixed WS 

and RS, the random electrical stimulation to the fingers and the 

reaction time feedback to the subject, was done by a DEC Lab 8/e 

computer. 

Knowing the purpose and design of the experiment we established 

as follows the requirements of the data acquisition and reduction 

with PHYDAS. The 14 analog channels were digitized at 5000 Hz for 

a period of 200ms starting 30ms befare the electrical stimulation 

of the fingers in order to record the far field components on the 

surface of the brain and also the early and late components of 

the SEP. Because of the random stimulating conditions, the 5 

stimulating times were given a different code. Each SEP was 

identified with its corresponding code contained within a pre

loaded file. Five SEP averages were built and base line corrected 

using software routines described in the next section. A major 

souree of artefact in the measurements, is unwanted movement of a 

subject. In particular eye movements have a large effect on the 

measurement. The trials in which movement of the subject oe-
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curred, or that were contaminated for other reasens were also 

coded, so that thay could be eliminated from the averages. 

Figure 3 shows the average of a single block (112 trials) of the 

'D' type experiment. 
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Figure 3. Average of 112 SEP recordings at point 'D' in the 

timing diagram. 

PHYDAS and EEG experiments 

Interfaces 

The Analog to Digital (A/D) converter available for the PHYbus 

has a resolution of twelve bits and can be multiplexed over eight 

channels. The multiplexer and the A/D converter are controlled 

separately, allowing the multiplexer to switch channels while the 

A/D converter has not yet finished the previous sample (pipe

lining). For this purpose ther~ are two bits in the status word 

of the interface: one signifying the arrival of a trigger and the 

other marking completion of the conversion. When the first bit is 

set, the sample and hold circuit in the interface is on hold, 

and the multiplexer can switch to the tracking of another chan

nel. The input to the multiplexer is differential; conversion to 



a single ended level is done after the multiplexer. This is a 

relatively slow process, it takes roughly half of the total 

pipelined conversion time (Fig 4). The conversion time is approx

imately 57~S, allowing for a sample frequency of 18kHz. Multi

plexed over all eight channels, this results in a sample rate in 

excess of 2 kHz per channel. A new A/D converter is currently 

under development, with a separate buffer memory and a maximum 

sample time of 1 ~s. This A/D converter will be 'intelligent': it 

can be preprogrammed to do a certain sequence of measurements 

without help of the system CPU. 

Timing of A/0 conversion 

MUX 

ADC 

CPU 

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 

Time (micro seconds) ~ 

Figure 4. Timing of Analog to Digital conversion pipeline, 

showing the activity of multiplexer, A/D converter and CPU. 
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The time scale of the conversion is provided by a standard PHYbus 

clock generator module. The clock pulses are passed through some 

TTL logic gates and a standard PHYbus preset scaler together with 

the signa! from the pulse channel from the experiment to provide 

a trigger signa! for the A/D converters. The signal from the 

pulse channel starts the preset scaler, which then keeps its 

output high for 200 ms. This output is led through an AND gate 

together with the sample frequency from the clock pulse generator 

to provide conversion start triggers for the A/D converters. 

A colour grapbics interface is used in order to display the 

running averages. The interface holds four pages of memory and 

has a resolution of 512 x 256 pixels and 8 colours. A software 

switch controls which page is displayed. outputs are provided for 

all HIRes Monitors. 



It should be noted that although the stimulus presentation 

capabilities of the system have not been used in the experiment 

described above, they are easily included with the available 

interfaces. Auditory or visual signals may be generated with a 

multichannel digital to analog (D/A) converter. A 'mechanica!' 

stimulus can be generated with the aid of a stepmotor interface. 

The timing of stimulus presentation can be controlled indepen

dently through software, using concurrent EPEP processes 

Software 

A package of standard routines is available for EEG experiments. 

The routines are part of the library modules, which are down

loaded into the system. After loading, the experimenter has the 

use of all the procedures declared in the library modules. They 

may be used either interactively, because of the interpretative 

nature of EPEP, or in a cantrolling program. 

The user interface for this experiment is extremely simple. The 

lowest level in the system is a database library containing all 

the default settings of parameters used in data acquisition. The 

parameters in this library are: sample frequency, number of 

samples, number of channels, base line correction time, datafile 

narnes and calibration settings. Whenever data from an experiment 

are stored, these parameters are stored in a header file for 

reference. The library has only one procedure: set_parameters, 

which starts a menu for changing the default values. 

A filer library takes care of retrieval and storage of data files 

on the fileserver. All data are stored in a standard binary 

format. First a header file is stored with all the parameter 

settings for the recording., then alternately the averages and 

standard deviations for each type A to E. Error detection and 

handling is built in, so that if there are problems with the LAN 

or the fileserver, data are not lost. 

The routines for the graphics display controller (GDC) interface 

are in the graphics library. The procedures in this library 

conform to the standardized graphical kernal system (GKS) (6). The 



procedures handle transformation from real world to screen 

coordinates, plotting of axes and graphs in different linetypes 

as well as which page of memory is to be displayed. It is pos

sible to write in one page and simultaneously view another one, 

thus making it possible to update the screen fast and without 

disturbing the actual display. 

The next library is a processing library. This module contains 

the routines for both real-time and off-line processing of data. 

Immediately after data acquisition has been completed, the fol

lowing steps are carried out: 

1 A check is made to see if the data are from a rejected run. 

If so, the data are ignored and acquisition can continue. 

2 The type of run is determined. There are five types: A to 

E. 

3 A baseline correction is p~rformed, to offset any DC drift. 

The window for calculating the baseline level is defined in 

the parameter library. The baseline is calculated over this 

window and the whole measurement is adjusted accordingly. 

4 The data are added to the running average of that particular 

type of trial. The data are also squared and added to the 

standard deviation variables. 

Steps 3 and 4 are implemented in assembly language to increase 

processing speed. The steps above take approximately 300 ms for 

14 channels of 1000 data points each. 

After an experiment has been completed, the average and standard 

deviation for all types, channels and samples can be calculated 

with the postprocessing procedure in this library. 

The acquisition library contains the basic high speed acquisition 

routines for multichannel A/D conversion. These driver routines 

are written in assembly language and control the sequence of 

switching the multiplexers, starting A/D conversion and storing 

the data in memory. 

A calibration routine determines the signa! level from EEG pre

amplifiers. The preamplifiers perferm a calibration sequence by 

putting a square wave on the output corresponding to a known EEG 

voltage. The calibration routine samples this square wave and 



determines the difference between upper and lower levels on each 

transition. Care is taken to avoid samples taken during the 

transition. A change of level is detected when a sample value 

differs more than a threshold value from the previous sample. The 

procedure then skips two samples so that possible points on an 

edge are ignored. The threshold value can be altered in the 

parameter library. The results of the calibration are displayed 

on a monitor for each channel, together with the standard devia

tions. This serves as a good check on all equipment. 

The main centrolling program calls the routines from these li

brary modules (Fig 5). It starts by asking the operatorfora 

check of the parameter settings for the next run. A calibration 

is performed and if this is satisfactory the experiment can 

start. Here the main program is split into two concurrent proces

ses running alternately on the processor: one for real-time data 

acquisition and processing and one for displaying running aver

ages on a graphics screen. The first process has a higher prior

ity so that data acquisition is guaranteed. In addition this 

process cannot be disturbed during the critical data acquisition. 

At the end of the experiment when both processes have terminated, 

a secend calibration is performed and drift in any of the chan

nels is reported. The program ends with postprocessing of the 

averages and statistics, and storage of all the data. 

Automated artefact rejection is at this moment still under de

velopment. Because of the need for real-time data reduction, 

this is a critical part of the·software required for on-line 

experiments. Several different types of artefact have to be 

considered. While artefacts generated by movement or blinks are 

easily recognisable by the computer, it is still a subject of 

controversy how to eliminate EOG or EMG from EEG signals(7). 

Exact and therefore programmabie criteria for the detection of 

the latter are being developed. Real-time constraints put a 

severe limit on the amount of computation time available for 

detection of these complicated artefacts. This means that some of 

the artefacts cannot yet be recognized on-line. In this case an 

interactive rejection procedure may be used, or alternately, the 

rejection is done off-line. 



% Main cantrolling program for SEP experiments 

DECLARE 
ntrials: integer 
acqdata: array 1000,14 of integer 
s:array 5,1000,14 of integer 
a,b:array 14,2 of real 
p,q: signal 

PROCESS acquisition 
DECLARE 
total: array 5 of integer 
s2:array 5,1000,14 of integer 

BEGIN 
FOR i IN 1 •• ntrials DO 
wait_trigger 
ON any_fault DURING 

adconv(acqdata) 
total[ type[i] ] +:= 1 
writeln(total[O],type[i]) 
IF type[i] <> 0 THEN 
wait(p) 
process_a(acqdata,type[i],s,s2) 
send(p) 

FI 
DO handle error OD 

OD 
send(q) 

END 

PROCESS display 
BEGIN 

LOOP 
wait(p) 
show data(s) 
send(p) 

OD 
END 

BEGIN 
set _parameters 
calibrate(a) 
p:= 1 q:=O 
set_priority(acquisition,2) 

~et_priority(display,O) 
~start(acquisition) 

start(display) 
wait (q) 
calibrate(b) 
check drift(a,b) 
process_b(s,s2,a,b) 
store data 

END 

% global variables 
% total of each type 
% 1000 samples, 14 chan. 
% running averages 
% calibration data 
% cornrnunication between 
% processes with sernaphare 

% local variables 
% total of each type 
% standard deviation 

% exception handling 
% A/D conversion 
% update total:=total+1 
% display on monitor 
% type o is rejected 
% start exclusion 
% real-tirne processing 
% end exclusion 

% find error souree 
% and report 
% signals terminatien 
% of A/D conversion 

% start exclusion 
% graphics of averages 
% end exclusion 

% menu for parameters 
% first calibration 
% initialise sernaphores 
% higher priority 
% lower priority 
% start acquisition 
% start display 
% wait until end A/D conv. 
% second calibration 
% check calibration drift 
% post processing 
% data to fileserver 

Figure s. An EPEP program for running a rneasurernent series. The 
program uses routines and variables previously declared in libr
ary modules. When either of the concurrent processes uses the 
variable 's', it excludes the other using the sernaphare opera
tions send and wait on the shared sernaphare 'p'. 



Discussion 

The PHYDAS system provides a versatile tool for laboratory ex

periments. It can meet the necessary requirements for physiologi

cal experiments, such as flexible stimulus presentation and 

experiment control. It has sufficient processing power to have as 

many averages as necessary running simultaneously. While this is 

a large advantage in post-experiment data manipulation and analy

sis, it also makes results rapidly available to the experimenter 

for feedback. 

The experiment outlined above is a pilot project for future work 

in the field of physiology. A data acquisition system for 19 

channel MEG (magnetoencepahalography) is currently under develop

ment. Future enhancements to the system will include a digital 

(hardware) filter for on-line processing of data and improved 

software for artefact rejection. Development of this software is 

an ongoing process as artefact recognition programming requires 

expert knowledge and a large amount of fine tuning of parameters. 
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2.1 Additional results 

In order to investigate the characteristics of EEG signals that 

were rejected for various reasans {see chap. 5), power spectrum 

analysis has been done. The main conclusion is that almast all 

the power {>90%) in the signals is between 0 Hz and 100 Hz. 

Higher frequencies do however contain information that is impor

tant to physiologists. 

An odd phenomenom was observed in the high frequency part of all 

the measured spectra. At 1600Hz there is a sharp peak in the 

power spectrum, roughly 3 times larger than noise level {fig 

2.1). No ready explanation has been found for this. The peak can 

also be observed in averaged data, implying that the frequency is 

phase locked to the stimulus time. The peak is observed only in 

EEG channels, not in EMG, EOG or pulse channels, which means that 

it is not generated by preamplifier circuits. The frequency would 

seem to be too high to correspond to a physiological phenomenom. 

The frequency does not correspond to any known environmental 

source, nor to the modulation frequency of the FM recorder. 
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fig 2.1. Typical high frequency power spectrum of EEG. 



3 Hardware 

The hardware used is all designed and built by the group FTI at 

the Eindhoven University of technology. The hardware consists of 

the following elements: 

1. The Eurobus crate + power unit. This provides the basic 

housing and power for the system (VDF/CO 79-17) 

2. A M68000 processor board {VDF/CO 84-25) 

3. A 1 megabyte RAM memory board 

4. A Local Area Netwerk interface board. This provides the link 

with a fileserver for permanent data starage through the 

BudgetNet LAN. 

5. Four 8 channel A/D converters (FIV 86-22) 

6. A clock signal generator, which provides the timing signal 

for the data acquisition (VDF/CO 78-15) 

7 A preset scaler (VDF/CO 78-07) 

8 A trigger detection circuit. 

3.1 The trigger detection circuit (fig 3.1) 

The trigger signal supplied is well defined: the pulse has a 

level of 1 Volt, and a duration of 50 ms. Data acquisition should 

start on the rising flank of the trigger pulse. In order to 

eliminate any false triggers arising from switching transients or 

ether sources, the trigger detection circuit should only start 

data acquisition if the trigger signal is bath greater than 0.8 

Volts and has a duration greater than 5 ms. 

The first constraint, a level greater than 0.8 Volt is realized 

with a camparator circuit, the AM686. The reference level is 

adjustable with a potentiometer. The output of the camparator is 

fed into a Schmitt trigger to eliminate transition effects, and 

into a 50 ohm driver. The duration eenstraint is made by a simple 

RC circuit, with a time constant of 5 ms. The output signal is 

buffered with a 50 ohm driver. 



This output signal is used to start the preset scaler. The preset 

scaler gate will now be high for 200 ms after the trigger has 

been detected. This signal is passed through an AND gate together 

with the sample frequency, so that the sample frequency is 

blocked when the gate is low. The Eurobus clock signal generator 

does not provide a 2500 Hz signal, so that a flip-flop has been 

added, deviding 5000 Hz by two. The sample frequency signal is a 

square wave unsuitable for triggering the A/D converters. The A/0 

converters require a trigger pulse at TTY level, with a duration 

between 30ns and l~s. This is accomplished with a delay circuit 

and some logic gates. 

This means that the data acquisition does not start until 5 ms 

after the rising flank of a trigger pulse. The trigger detection 

circuit then starts the data aèquisition process. 
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Fig 3.1. The trigger detection circuit. 

3.2. A/D converters 

The A/0 converters used are upgraded versions of the standard 

PHYBUS DAS modules, which have one A/D converter each, multi

plexed to 8 channels (fig 3.2a). The signal from the analog 

multiplexer is converted from double-ended to single-ended and 

led to the A/0 converter's sample and hold circuit. 



The conversion time can be thought of as having three major 

components: 

1. Switching time of the multiplexer; 

2. Sample and hold settling time and A/D conversion by succesive 

approximation; 

3. Overhead time for storing generated data. 

The three components each have a duration of approximately JO~s. 

This means that the maximum sample frequency is (1/90~s) = 11kHz, 

which, when split over 8 channels equals 1400Hz. 

The first two time components can be pipelined, allowing parallel 

switching of the multiplexer and A/D conversion. In order to 

facilitate this, the status register of the DAS module has been 

altered. The timing sequence is schematized in fig 3.2b. 
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Top Fig 3.2a Block diagram of the A/D converter. 

Bottom Fig 3.2b Timing of A/D conversion. 
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During A/D conversion, the multiplexer already switches to the 

next channel, and the output of the multiplexer circuit is steady 

by the start of the next conversion. As can be seen from the 

figure, total conversion time, including data storage, is now 

reduced to 57~s resulting in a sample frequency of 2500Hz over 7 

channels. The multiplexer is not switched immediately after a 

conversion start, because the A/D converter has its own sample 

and hold amplifier with an acquisition time of lO~s. 

A further reduction of conversion time is possible through the 

use of faster components, but attention must be paid to the 

methad of data storage, as this will take the largest time span 

in the cycle. A direct memory link through Europad is a possibi

lity, but requires further investigation. 

Note that the use of a multiplexer introduces 'multiplexing 

skew'. Signals are not sampled simultaneously so they have a time 

shift relative to each ether. Multiplexing skew is generally not 

considered to be a problem in physiological experiments. 

For the 14 channels in the SEP experiments, a sample frequency of 

5000Hz was the minimum requirement, as the analog signals were 

filtered to a maximum frequency of 2500Hz. The maximum attainable 

frequency in the setup described above is 2500 Hz, using 7 

channels each on two DAS modules. Adding DAS modules and thereby 

reducing the amount of multiplexing does not significantly 

increase the sample rate, as the main eenstraint is the data 

storage overhead and not actual hardware times.The sample fre

quency of 2500 Hz means that real time work is not possible and 

that it is necessary to run the FM tape recorder at half speed. 



4 Software 

All software is written either in EPEP (Eindhoven Program Editor 

and Processor), a real time experiment control language, or in 

M68000 assembler language. A software package has been realized 

at this date which includes the following modules: 

1 Parlib. Library with default settings of parameters 

2 Acqlib. Contains basic acquisition routines and calibration 

procedures 

3 Verlib. Contains the processing routines, i.e. averaging and 

base line correction 

4 Tfiler. File handling, storage and retrieval of data files 

5 Tmain. Main centrolling program. 

Listings of these modules are included as appendix B. 

4.1 Parlib 

The parameters that are set in this module are: tape speed, 

sample frequency, number of samples, number of channels, base 

line correction time, date, storage filenarnes and calibration 

settings. When data is stored, the above parameters settings are 

also stored in a header file for reference. The module is loaded 

as a library and has only one procedure: set_parameters, which 

starts a menu for changing parameters. 

4.2 Acqlib 

This module loads the assembler language acquisition routine, 

which performs the task described in section 3.2. 

The rest of the module contains calibration routines. At the 

beginning of each trial on the tape, a serie of calibration 

pulses is recorded. The frequency of the pulses vary, but is in 

the order of 3 Hz. The amplitude corresponds to a known EEG 

voltage. 



The calibration routine samples all channels at 50 Hz and distin

guishes between the upper and lower level of the pulses. A change 

of level is detected when a sample value differs more than a 

threshold value from the previous sample. The procedure then 

skips 2 samples so that possible samples on a flank are ignored. 

The threshold value can be altered in the parameter library. The 

difference between levels is displayed for each channel, together 

with a standard deviation, in order to check the validity of the 

calibration. 

4.3 Verlib 

There are two types of processing in the experiments: 

A. Real time. 

In order to limit the amount of required memory space, real 

time data reduction takes place in the form of averaging. Im

mediately after data acquisition, the following steps are carried 

out: 

1 A check is made to see if the data is from a rejected 

experiment. If so, the data is ignored and acquisition 

continues. 

2 The type of experiment is determined. There are 5 

types: A to E 

3 A baseline correction is performed, to offset any DC 

drift. The baseline is calculated over the first 20 ms 

after trigger detection, and the whole measurement is 

adjusted accordingly. 

4 The data is added to the running average of that 

particular type of experiment (see point 2). The data 

is also squared and added to the standard deviation 

variables. 

Steps 3 and 4 are implemented in assembler language to increase 

processing speed. 

B. Off line 

After the session has been completed, the average and standard 

deviation for all types, channels and samples is calculated. This 



requires a change of variable type: from integers to real. 

Calibration data is taken into account. 

4.4 Tfiler 

This program module stores all data in a standard format. First a 

header file is stored, with all the parameter settings for the 

recording, then alternately the averages and standard deviations 

for each typé A to E. The resulting file has a size of 1121 

bleeks. Error detection and handling is built in, so that if 

there are problems with the LAN or the fileserver, the data is 

net lost. This module also gets the rejection file for the 

recording. 

4.5 Tmain 

This is the main centrolling program for data acquisition and 

storage. It calls the procedures in the libraries of the previous 

sections. The program starts with asking the operater for a check 

of the parameters settings for the coming recording. Then a 

calibration is performed, and if this is satisfactory, actual 

data acquisition and real time processing starts. The program 

ends with a secend calibration, post processing and storage of 

data. 

The parameters aside, all variables are declared in this program. 

The data is initially stored in integer arrays with a total size 

of 573 kByte. The post processing routine however produces real 

arrays with the same size. The memory available for the micro

giant is 1 Mbyte, which means that both types of array can net be 

declared simultaneously. The structure of the program is such 

that integer arrays that have been processed are swapped out of 

memory and replaced by real arrays. 



s Future developments 

The existing data acquisition system will need impravement on 

several points to allow EEG experiments to be carried out direct

ly: 

1 Faster real time A/D conversion. 

2 Automaticjinteractive artefact rejection 

3 Visual presentation of EEG signals during the acquisition 

process 

4 Experiment control 

5 Filters 

The A/D conversion rate is mainly limited by overhead require

ments of the centrolling program in the current setup. A new 

setup must be made to increase conversion rates, for example by 

having on board memory, or by increasing independance from the 

processor through built-in intelligence. 

Automatic artefact rejection will decrease the routine load on 

the experimenter, leaving to him the more complicated and inter

esting problems. For the SEP experiments described in section 2, 

several rejection causes have been identified: 

1 EOG: eye movement, blinking. A strong signal is recorded on 

the EOG channel; rejection if the level is greater than 

50~V for a timespan greater than 50ms. 

2 MVT: general movement, i.e. crossing legs, moving head. This 

is a more complicated problem, as the thing to look for is a 

general (slow) movement in all EEG channels. This requires 

cross correlation computations. 

3 EMG: muscle tension. If the muscle centrolling the finger of 

the subject is tense before the button is to be pressed, the 

trial must be rejected. The EMG channel will show an in

crease of activity, especially around 200 Hz. Requirements: 

Fourier analysis and integration. 

4 Timing: when the subject responds either to soon (antici

pation), or to late (relaxed). A simple monitor of the 

switch time is sufficient. 



The experimenter should always be able to reject trials inter

actively in case that trials are invalid for reasens not covered 

by automatic artefact rejection. 

Visual presentation of EEG signals during acquisition is neces

sary for the operator to monitor the experiment, and to reject 

trials that are not picked out by the automatic artefact rejec

tion. The hardware currently available can produce a trace of a 

single channel every five seconds. This is too slow for most 

purposes. 

Experiment control is simply presenting audio and visual stimuli 

at preprogrammed times to the subject and automatically recording 

the EEG signals. This is well within the capabilities of avai

lable hardware. 

Filtering is not required for EEG, but essential for MEG measure

ments. The MEG signals are polluted to a degree that inter

pretation is not possible without the use of analog filters 

befere A/D conversion. 
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Appendix A 

User manual for EEG data acquisition 

1 Introduetion 

This manual gives a description of the operation of the soft-

and hardware used in A/D conversion of EEG data. System startup 

has two versions, one for use with an IBM PC fileserver, the 

other with BudgetNet. The manual assumes the reader has knowledge 

of the EEG experiments. 

2a Startup (IBM PC version) 

To start the computer, simply turn it on with the large red 

switch at the left hand bottorn corner of the crate. The terminal 

has to be switched on seperately. The computer will respond with 

the message: 

** THE M68 MONITOR V4.0 ** 

This is also the message after the reset button has been pressed. 

Type the following command: 

.LO PEP:RSPEP.ASS <ret>. 

The computer now loads the PEP language, which is signified by a 

series of crosses printed on the screen. Now the editor is 

loaded: 

.IN <ret> 

.PC=3000 <ret> 

.GO <ret>. 

The computer responds with: 

Loading PEP:EDIT68.PES 



I -- --- -- -- -----------

User ID? 

Type in user ID UO. After this some messages appear on the 

screen, which can be ignored. The system is now ready for loading 

library programs. 

2b Startup (BudgetNet version) 

To start the computer, simply turn it on with the large red 

switch at the left hand bottorn corner of the crate. The terminal 

has to be switched on seperately. The computer will respond with 

the message: 

** THE M68 MONITOR V4.0 ** 

This is also the message after the reset button has been pressed. 

Type the following command: 

.QL PEPB.PEQ <ret>. 

The computer now loads the PEP language, which is signified by a 

series of dots printed on the screen. Now the editor is loaded: 

.IN <ret> 

.GO <ret>. 

The computer responds with: 

Loading PEP:EDIT68.PES 

User ID? 

Type in user ID PH. After this some messages appear on the 

screen, which can be ignored. The system is now ready for loading 

library programs. 

3 Loading libray programs 



Type: 

load parlim <ret> 

and the parameter library is loaded. This library contains the 

default settings for many of the variables. The screen will fill 

with these variables, and the computer asks if everything is to 

your liking. Adjust as required. The ether libraries that need 

loading are: 

load verlim 

load acqlib 

load tfilem 

After each load, the computer will respond that library is 

loaded, and say something about what level it is on. 

4 Running the experiment 

After the final load, type in 

run tmainm 

The computer is now running the main program for A/D conversion. 

It starts with checking the default parameters with you, of which 

usually only the filenames of the data need altering. 

Now a calibration trial is run. The computer asks you to set the 

clock on a specific frequency, and to disconneet the preset 

scaler gate. The frequency specified by the computer may not be 

available on the clock, if so, just choose the nearest one. After 

the acquisition, the computer puts up the calibration levels and 

their standard deviations. If these are not satisfactory, stop 

the program with ctrl-c and start again with the run command. 

After the calibration, the actual data acquisition takes place. 

Again the computer asks you to set the correct frequency, and to 

conneet the preset scaler again. Acquisition is started after the 

enter button has been pressed. 



Note: it is advisable to start the tape recorder before the 

computer, as the start of the recorder may generate a false 

trigger signa!. 

During acquisition, the computer displays the last SEP recorded, 

and what type it was. At the end of the acquisition period, a 

second calibration trial is run. 

The second calibration is compared with the first, and any drifts 

are reported. The computer asks if the second calibration trial 

was satisfactory, if not, it can be repeated. 

Now postprocessing and storage of data takes place. The storage 

on fileserver runs through the BudgetNet local area network. In 

the case that the LAN is down, the computer will report this, 

and ask if you wish to continue. If 'Y' is answered, storage will 

be reattempted. 'N' results in the end of the program, but the 

data is still intact. To store data on the fileserver type: 

store all 

In nocasetype 'EXIT'; this destroys the data in memory. Program 

completion is reported with 

time:Program completed 

5 Trouble shooting. 

1 The computer will not load. This very probably means that the 

network is down. Wait and retry, or contact the network super

visor Leon van Houten. 

2 Error message :'file not found'. Either the name of the data or 

rejection file has been misspelled, or is not there altogether. 

To create the rejection file run the program 'FILCNV'. This asks 

*for the reject file as supplied by Tilburg in ASCII code, and 

converts it to a binary format. Stop the program with ctrl-c 



3 Stopping program during acquisition. If for some reasen execu

tion is to be stopped during acquisition, type ctrl-c. If this 

does not stop the program, disèonnect the preset scaler gate. If 

all fails, press the reset button on the processor board, and 

start from the beginning. 



Appendix B 

Program listings 

~RLIB 

)00 
)10 
)2 0 
)3 0 
)4 0 
)50 
)60 

DECLARE 

70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 

no 
~ 4 0 
~50 
~60 
no 
~ 8 0 
~90 
lOO 
l10 
l2 0 
l3 0 
l4 0 
lSO 
~60 

~ 70 
l80 
l90 
500 
510 
520 

adcdata: ARRAY 1024, 14 OF nat2 
total: ARRAY 5 OF nat2 
level, sdlevel: ARRAY 2, 14 OF real 
nlevel: ARRAY 2, 14 OF nat2 
cal_time, nbase, stime, sfreq, nchannels, nsamples, tbase: nat2 
tape speed: nat2 
datafile, rejfile: ARRAY 14 OF char 
max noise: ARRAY 14 OF nat2 
cal-level: ARRAY 14 OF real 
PROCEDURE set_parameters 
DECLARE 

eh, n: integer 
BEGIN 

LOOP 
write(chr(26)) 
writeln(date, 'current parameter settings are:') 
writeln 
writeln('1: Tape speed . 
writeln( '2: Sample frequency 
writeln('3: No of samples 

stime 1 ' ms) ') 
writeln('4: No of channels 
writeln('5: baseline time 

nbase 1 ' samples)') 
writeln 
writeln('Calibration:') 
writeln 

(%) 1
1 tape_speed) 

(Hz) 1
1 sfreq) 

nsamples 1 ' 

1 nchannels) 
(ms) ' 1 tbase 1 ' ( = 

writeln('6: Calib. trial time (s) 1
1 cal_time) 

writeln 
write(' Channel ') 
FOR i IN 1 .. nchannels DO write(i: 4) OD 
writeln 
write('7: max noise ') 

( = I 

FOR i IN O •• nchannels-1 DO write(max_noise(i): 4) OD 
writeln 
write('B: cal. level') 
FOR i IN o •• nchannels-1 DO write(round(cal_level(i]): 4) OD 
writeln writeln 
writeln('Filenames:') writeln 
writeln('9: Rejection file: ' rejfile) 
writeln('10: Data file : ', datafile) 
writeln write('Change any? (0 =none) ') 
readln(n) 
WHEN n = 0 EXIT 
IF n = 1 THEN write('Tape speed := ') 

readln(tape speed) FI 
IF n = 2 THEN write('Sample frequency := ') 

readln(sfreq) FI 
IF n = 3 THEN write('No of samples := ') 

readln(nsamples) FI 
IF n = 4 THEN write('No of channels := ') 

readln(nchannels) FI 



30 IF n = 5 THEN write('Base line time := ') 
40 readln(tbase) FI 
50 IF n = 6 THEN write('Calib trial time := ') 
60 readln(cal time) FI 
70 IF n = 7 THEN write('Change which channel? ') 
80 readln(ch) 
90 write('New level for channel', eh: 3, ' :=') 
oo readln(max_noise[ch-1]) FI 
10 IF n = 8 THEN write('Change which channel? ') 
20 readln(ch) 
30 write('New calibration level for channel', eh: 3, ' := ,. 
40 readln(cal_level[ch-1]) FI 
50 IF n = 9 THEN scan filename('D') 
60 rejfile := filename FI 
70 IF n = 10 THEN scan_fil~name('D') 
80 datafile := filename FI 
90 stime := round(nsamples*1000/sfreq) 
00 nbase := round(sfreq*tbase/1000) 
10 OD 
20 END 
30 BEGIN 
40 tape_speed := 50 
50 nsamples := 1024 
60 sfreq := 2500 
70 nchannels := 14 
80 tbase := 40 
90 stime := round(nsamples*1000/sfreq) 
00 nbase := round(sfreq*tbase/1000) 
10 FOR i IN 0 .. 13 DO 
20 max noise[i] := 100 
30 cal=level[i] := 100 
40 OD 
50 cal time := 5 
60 rejfile := 'UOD:HAN1A .UOD' 
70 datafile := 1 UOD:HAN1AD.UOD' 
80 set_parameters 
90 monitor 

1

00 END 

00 DECLARE 
10 codeac: ARRAY 0 OF integer 
20 psadress = 145 
30 PROCEDURE rddas(a: ARRAY 0, 0 OF nat2) AT codeac[O] 
40 PROCEDURE init_acq 
50 BEGIN 
'60 write('Connect preset scaler gate and conneet clock to ') 
70 writeln(sfreq*2: 6, ' Hz') 
80 writeln('Enter when ready for acquisition') 
90 readln 
00 init eb 
10 put eb(psadress, 22*stime) 
20 END 
30 PROCEDURE calibrate(m: nat2) 
40 DECLARE 
50 adcdata: ARRAY 200, 14 OF nat2 
60 n: ARRAY 2, 14 OF nat2 
70 s, s2: ARRAY 2, 14 OF real 



~80 a, sdl: ARRAY 2 OF real 
t90 j, 1: nat2 
~00 dl: integer 

10 BEGIN 
20 write('Disconnect preset scaler gate and conneet clock to') 
30 writeln(round(200*2/cal_time): 6, 'Hz') 

writeln('Enter when ready for calibration') 
readln 
init eb 
put eb(l45, lOOO*cal time) 
rddas(adcdata) -
FOR i IN'O .. nchannels-1 DO 

j := 0 
1 := 0 

20 WHILE j < 196 DO 
30 dl := adcdata[j+2, i]-adcdata[j, i] 
40 IF dl < max noise[i] AND dl > -max noise[i] THEN 
50 s[l, i]-+:= adcdata[j, i] -
60 s2[1, i] +:= adcdata[j, i]*adcdata[j, i] 
70 n[l, i] +:= 1 
80 j +:= 1 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 END 
70 BEGIN 

ELSE 

FI 
OD 

OD 

1 +:= 1 
IF 1 = 2 THEN 1 := 0 FI 
j +:= 3 

FOR i IN O .. nchannels-1 DO 
nlevel[m, i] := n[O, i]+n[l, i] 

OD 

IF n[O, i] <> 0 AND n[l, i] <> 0 THEN 

ELSE 

FI 

FOR kIN 0 .. 1 DO 

OD 

a[k] := s[k, i]/n[k, i] 
sdl[k] := s2[k, i]-n[k, i]*a[k]*a[k] 
IF sdl[k] > 0 THEN 

sdl[k] := sqrt(sdl[k]/(n[k, i]-1)) 
ELSE sdl[k] := 0 FI 

level[m, i] := abs(a[O]-a[l]) 
sdlevel[m, i] := sqrt(sdl[O]*sdl[O]+sdl[l]*sdl[l]) 
writeln('Channel ', i+l: 3, ' level=', level[m, i], 

' std dev = ', sdlevel[m, i]) 

level[m, i] := 500 
sdlevel[m, i] := 5 
writeln('No calibration for channel ' i+l: 4) 

80 laad code(codeac, 'UOD:ACQLB2.UOO') 
90 monitor 
00 END 



68000 assembly language routine loaded by acqlib 

title acqlb2 

High speed procedure to read 2 DAS's 
nchannels must be (multiple of 2) and GE 4 

file acqlb2.src 
author Paul Hoogeveen 
date 7 jan 1988 

procedure rddas(a:array 0,0 of nat2) 

(sp) returnadress ** 

n2 
nl 

:ir 
tdr 

ldas 

tart 

t_trg 

1ble 

1 sel 
~It 

dnO 

length2 * 
lengthl * 
adress ** 
dc.l 
dc.l 

set 
set 
set 
equ 

move.w 
move.w 
move.l 
move.l 
move.w 
sub i. w 
move.w 
subi.w 
clr.l 

rnove.w 
move.w 
move.w 

btst 
beq.s 
bra.s 

addi.w 
rnove.w 
move.w 

rnove.w 
nop 
dbf 
addi.w 
rnove.w 
move.w 

btst 
beq.s 
move.w 

rddas 
0 

4 
6 
10 
$cl2800 

sr,-(sp) 
#$2600,sr 
#dadr,al 
adr+2(sp),ao 
lenl+2(sp),dl 
#l,dO 
len2+2(sp),dl 
#2,dl 
d2 

#l,d2 
#17,(al) 
#17,(32{al) 

#O,(al) 
wt_trg 
eh sel 

#l,d2 
d2,(al) 
d2,32(al) 

#4,d3 

d3,wait 
#l,d2 
d2,(al) 
d2,32(al) 

#7., 1 (al) 
wt dnO 
2 (al), (aO) + 

base das adres 
base adr array 
length of lst dim = nsamples 
init loop 
nchannels 

Das 0 en + sel kanaalo 
Das 1 

wait for ext trigger 

generate int. trigger 

wait for S/H settle time 
2~s per loop + l~s overhead 

test done bit 



wt dnl btst #7,33(al) 
beq.s wt dnl 
move.w 34 (al), (aO)+ 
cmp.w d2,dl done? 
bne.s enble 

addi.w #l,d2 
move.w d2,(al) 
move.w d2,32(al) enable last channels 
move.w #O,d3 

raitl nop 2~s per loop + l~s overhead 
dbf d3,waitl 
move.w #16,(al) eh select new series 
move.w #16,32(al) 

rt dn4 btst #7,1(al) read last channels 
beq.s wt dn4 
move.w 2(al),(a0)+ 

rt dn5 btst #7,33(al) 
beq.s wt dn5 
move.w 34(al),(a0)+ 
dbf dO,start 

move.w (sp)+,sr 
movea.l (sp),aO return adres 
add.l #$c,sp 
jmp (aO) 

end 

ERLIB 

000 DECLARE 
010 codea, codeb: ARRAY 0 OF integer 
020 PROCEDURE process a(rd: ARRAY 0, 0 OF nat2, s, s2: ARRAY O, 0 OF 
030 integer, nbase: nat2) AT codea(O] 
040 PROCEDURE process_b(n: nat2, s, s2: ARRAY o, 0 OF integer, 
050 cal_level, level: ARRAY 14 OF real, 
060 a, sd: ARRAY o, 0 OF real, nsamples, nchannels: nat2) 
070 AT codeb[O] 
080 PROCEDURE process_cal 
090 BEGIN 
100 FOR i IN O .. nchannels-1 DO 
110 level[O, i] := (level[O, i]*sdlevel[l, i]+ 
120 level[!, i]*sdlevel[O, i])/(sdlevel[O, i]+sdlevel[l, i]) 
130 sdlevel[O, i] := sqrt(sdlevel[O, i]**2+sdlevel[l, i]**2) 
140 nlevel(O, i] := nlevel[O, i]+nlevel[l, i] 
150 OD 
160 END 
170 PROCEDURE abs(a: real): real 
180 BEGIN 
190 IF a < 0 THEN a := -a FI 
200 RETURN a 
210 END 
220 BEGIN 
230 load_code(codea, 'UOD:PROCSA.UOO') 
240 load code(codeb, 'UOD:PROCSB.UOO') 
250 monitor 
260 END 



;8ooo assembly language routine loaded by verlib 

title procs_a 

Real time processing of data arrays 

file procsb.src 
author Paul Hoogeveen 
date 20 jan 1988 

procs a(rd: array o,o of nat2, s,s2: array 0,0 of integer, 
nbase:nat2) 

(sp) 

~n2 

ml 
lrs1 
lrs2 
lrsrd 
1ase 

·ocs a 

~rstk 

iop2 

op1 

op3 

returnadress ** 
nbase * 
lens2a * lens2b * 
adrs2 ** lens la * lenslb * adrsl ** 
lenrda * 
lenrdb * 
adrrd ** 
dc.l procs_a 
dc.l 0 

set 24 
set 22 
set 18 
set 10 
set 26 
set 4 

move.l sp,aO make room on stack 
clr.l dO 
move. w lenl(aO),dO =nchannels 
ror.l #2,d0 
sub.l dO,sp 
clr.l d2 
move.l d2, (aO)+ clear new stack part 
dbf.w dl,clrstk 
add.l dO,aO 
move.w nbase(aO),dl 
move.w len1(aO),d2 calculate baseline average 
move.l adrrd(aO),al 
add.w (al)+, (aO)+ 
dbf d2,loopl 
add.l dO,aO 
dbf dl,loop2 
move.w nbase(aO),dl 
move.w lenl(aO),d2 
divs.l dl, (aO)+ 
dbf d2,loop3 
add.l dO,aO 



)Opll 
)OplO 

i 
I 

move.l 
move.l 
move.l 
clr.l 
move.l 
move.l 
move.w 
subi.l 
add.l 
muls.l 
add.l 
dbf 
add.l 
dbf 

movea.l 
add.l 
jmp 
end. 

adrs2(aO),al 
adrsl(aO),a2 
adrrd(aO),a3 
d3 
len2(aO),dl 
lenl(aO),d2 
(a3)+,d3 
(aO)+,d3 subtract baseline 
d3, (a2) + add to sum array 
d3,d3 
d3, (al)+ add to sum squared array 
d2,loopl0 
dO,aO 
dl,loopll 

(aO) ,ao 
#26,sp 
(aO) 

burce code of process_b; compiled version loaded in verlib 

b 
p20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 

PROCEDURE process_b(n: nat2, s, s2: ARRAY 0, 0 OF integer, 
cal_level, level: ARRAY 14 OF real, 
a, sd: ARRAY o, 0 OF real, nsamples, nchannels: nat2) 

DECLARE 
arg: real 

BEGIN 
IF n >= 2 THEN 

FI 

FOR i IN O .. nsamples-1 DO 

OD 

FOR jIN O .. nchannels-1 DO 

OD 

a[i, j] := (s[i, j]jn)*cal_level[j]jlevel[j] 
arg := ((s2[i, j]-(s[i, j)jn)*s[i, j])/(n-1)) 
IF arg > 0 THEN sd[i, j] := sqrt(arg) 

*cal level[j]jlevel[j] 
ELSE sd[I, j] := 0 FI 

70 END 

ILER 

00 DECLARE 
10 PROCEDURE store(a, b: ARRAY O, 0 OF real, type: nat2) 
20 DECLARE 
30 f: file 
40 bi, ti: nat2 
50 p, q: ARRAY 14336 OF real 
60 BEGIN 
70 writeln('Saving type •, chr(65+type)) 
80 FOR i IN O .. nsamples-1 DO 
90 bi := i*nchannels ti := (i+l)*nchannels-1 
00 p[bi .. ti] := a[i] q[bi .. ti] := b[i] 
10 
20 
30 

OD 
lookup file(f, datafile) 
seek block(f, 224*type+l) put_array(f, p) 



140 seek block(f, 224*type+113) put_array(f, q) 
150 close_file(f) 
160 END 
170 PROCEDURE check file 
180 DECLARE 
190 f: file 
200 dummy: ARRAY 512 OF nat1 
210 BEGIN 
220 ON any_fault DURING 
230 lookup_file(f, datafile) 
240 seek block(f, 1120) 
'.250 close_file(f) 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 

DO 
IF error_cause(myself) = 50 OR error_cause(myself) = 51 THEN 

writeln('Creating new datafile') 
enter_file(f, datafile, 0) 

310 
FOR i IN 0 .. 1121 DO put_array(f, dummy) write('.') OD 
close_file(f) 

1320 
I ELSE 
330 
1340 
350 
360 
370 OD 
380 END 

FI 

writeln('Storage problems') 
monitor 
check file 

390 PROCEDURE restore(a, b: ARRAY 0, 0 OF real, type: nat2) 
400 DECLARE 
410 f: file 
420 p, q: ARRAY 14336 OF real 
430 bi, ti: nat2 
440 BEGIN 
450 writeln('Reading type', chr(65+type)) 
460 lookup_file(f, datafile) 
470 seek block(f, 224*type+1) get array(f, p) 
480 seek=block(f, 224*type+113) get_array(f, q) 
490 close_file(f) 
500 FOR i IN O .. nsamples-1 DO 
510 bi := i*nchannels ti := (i+1)*nchannels-1 
520 a[i] := p[bi .• ti] b[i] := q[bi .. ti] 
530 OD 
540 END 
550 PROCEDURE store header 
560 DECLARE 
570 f: file 
580 kopi: ARRAY 30 OF nat2 

90 kopr: ARRAY 30 OF real 
00 BEGIN 
10 kopi[O] := tape_speed 

kopi[1] := sfreq 
30 kopi[2] := nsamples 
40 kopi[3] := nchannels 
50 kopi[4] := nbase 
60 kopi[5 .. 9] := total 
70 FOR i IN O .. nchannels-1 DO 
80 kopi[10+i] := nlevel[O, i] 
90 kopr[i] := level[O, i] 
00 kopr[i+15] := sdlevel[O, i] 
10 OD 
20 lookup_file(f, datafile) 
30 put_array(f, kopi) 



.740 put array(f, kopr) 

.750 close_file ( f) 

.760 END 

.770 PROCEDURE restere header 

. 7 8 0 DECLARE 

.790 f: file 

.800 kopi: ARRAY 30 OF nat2 

.810 kopr: ARRAY 30 OF real 

.820 BEGIN 

.830 lookup file(f, datafile) 

.840 get array(f, kopi) 
:850 get=array ( f, kopr) 
:860 close file ( f) 
.870 tape speed := kopi[O] 
.880 sfreq := kopi[1] 
.890 nsamples := kopi[2] 
.900 nchannels := kopi[3] 
.910 nbase := kopi[4] 
.920 total := kopi[5 .. 9] 
~30 FOR i IN O .. nchannels-1 DO 

1.:>40 nlevel[O, i] := kopi[10+i] 
950 level[O, i] := kopr[i] 

1960 sdlevel[O, i] := kopr[i+15] 
i970 OD 
1 980 END 
[180 PROCEDURE get rej(a: ARRAY 0 OF nat2) 
1190 DECLARE f: file 
1 200 BEGIN 
1 210 lookup_file(f, rejfile) 
220 get_array(f, a) 
230 END 
240 BEGIN 
250 monitor 
260 END 

MAINM 

000 DECLARE 
010 ds, ds2, es, es2: ARRAY 1024, 14 OF integer 
020 resp: char 
030 BEGIN 
040 DECLARE 
050 aaver, asd, haver, bsd, caver, csd: ARRAY 1024, 14 OF real 
060 BEGIN 
070 DECLARE 
080 as, as2, bs, bs2, es, cs2: ARRAY 1024, 14 OF integer 
090 BEGIN 
100 DECLARE 
110 type: ARRAY 300 OF nat2 
120 delta: real 
130 nsep: nat2 
140 BEGIN 
145 FOR i IN 0 .. 4 DO total[i] := 0 OD 
150 set_parameters 
160 writeln(chr(26)) 
170 get rej(type) 
180 nsep := type[O] 
190 calibrate(O) 
200 init_acq 



~10 FOR isep IN 1 .• nsep DO 
~20 rddas(adcdata) 

30 IF NOT (type[isep] = 0) THEN 
40 total[type[isep]-1] +:= 1 
50 IF type[isep] = 1 THEN process_a(adcdata, as, as2, nbase) 
60 IF type[isep] = 2 THEN process_a(adcdata, bs, bs2, nbase) 
70 IF type[isep] = 3 THEN process_a(adcdata, es, cs2, nbase) 
80 IF type[isep) = 4 THEN process_a(adcdata, ds, ds2, nbase) 
90 IF type[isep) = 5 THEN process_a(adcdata, es, es2, nbase) 

Joo FI 
10 writeln(isep, type[isep)) 
20 OD 
30 resp := 'N' 
40 WHILE resp <> 'Y' DO 
50 calibrate(1) 
60 FOR i IN O .. nchannels-1 DO 
70 delta := abs(level[O, i]-1eve1[1, i]) 
80 IF delta > sdlevel[1, i]+sdlevel[O, i] THEN 
90 writeln('Calibration drift in channe1 ' i+1: 3) 
00 FI 

\10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 END 
50 END 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 

OD 
writeln('Calibration OK? (Y/N) ') readln(resp) 

OD 
process cal 
writeln('Processing type A') 
process_b(total[O], as, as2, cal_level, level[O], 

aaver, asd, nsamples, nchannels) 
writeln('Processing type B') 
process_b(total[1], bs, bs2, cal_level, level[O], 

baver, bsd, nsamples, nchannels) 
writeln('Processing type C') 
process b(total[2], es, cs2, cal level, level[O], 

caver, csd, nsamples, nchannels) 

DECLARE 
daver, dsd, eaver, esd: ARRAY 1024, 14 OF real 
PROCEDURE store all 
BEGIN 

END 
BEGIN 

ON any_fault DURING 
check file 

DO 

OD 

store header 
store(aaver, asd, 0) 
store(baver, bsd, 1) 
store(caver, csd, 2) 
store(daver, dsd, 3) 
store(eaver, esd, 4) 

write('Storage problems, continue (y/n)? ') 
readln(resp) 
IF resp <> 'N' THEN store all 
ELSE monitor 
FI 

writeln('Processing type D') 
process_b(total[3], ds, ds2, cal level, level[O], 

daver, dsd, nsamples, nchannels) 
writeln('Processing type E') 

FI 
FI 
FI 
FI 
FI 



810 
820 
830 
840 END 
850 END 
860 END 

I 

~ 

I 

process_b(total[4], es, es2, cal_level, level[O], 
eaver, esd, nsamples, nchannels) 

store all 


